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Abstract
is article addresses the design of a dynamic repository interface to support 
numerous scholarly activities. Starting with the four fundamental functions associated 
with persistent storage — create, read, update, and delete (CRUD) — we tested, as an 
organizing rubric for the interface, the acronym CREAM: Create (represent, illustrate); 
Read (sample, read); Enhance (refer, annotate, process); Analyze (search, select, 
visualize, mine, cluster); and Manage (track, label, transform). Based on a card-sorting 
exercise conducted with researchers, we conclude that a slightly modied rubric of 
CREAMS oers a useful starting point that emphasizes the enriched functionality a 
scholarly repository or similarly complex digital environment requires, as well as the 
immense challenge of designing conceptually clear interfaces, even for a relatively 
homogenous community of researchers.
Keywords
Interface design; Rich-prospect browsing; User-centred design; Usability; 
Repositories; Collaboration
e INKE Research Group comprises over 35 researchers (and their research assistants 
and postdoctoral fellows) at more than 20 universities in Canada, England, the United 
States, and Ireland, and across 20 partners in the public and private sectors. INKE is a 
large-scale, long-term, interdisciplinary project to study the future of books and reading, 
supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada as well 
as contributions from participating universities and partners, and bringing together 
activities associated with book history and textual scholarship; user experience studies; 
interface design; and prototyping of digital reading environments.
ract
 discusses a s t of prototypes currently being designed and created by the
Interface Design Team of he Implement ng N w Knowledge Enviro ment  (INKE)
project. ese prototypes att mpt to sup lement the user experience in reading digital
scholarly editions, by supporting a set of tasks that are straightforward in a d gital
environment but in a print edition would be sufficiently more difficult as to be
prohibitive. W  therefore offer these experimenta  p ototypes as  collection of new
affordan es for the scholarly edition although th y may reasonably be xtended, with
some variation, to other kinds of digital text.
Keywords
Hu an-c mputer interaction: Digital scholarly editions; Experimental interface design
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Introduction 
In enhancing the scholarly edition, we mean that we are designing experimental 
prototypes for a reading environment consisting of a primary text supplemented with 
scholarly apparatus. In particular, we have framed our work in new digital tools for this 
kind of edition by pointing out that they are respectively situated within the reading 
experience at the beginning of the text (the table of contents), the end of the text (the 
citations), and in the middle of the text. One consequence of this approach is that for 
this category of design, we are treating the scholarly edition as having a fixed sequence, 
rather than being comprised, for example, of a set of passages that can be reorganized 
dynamically — as one might change the alphabetical order of encyclopaedia entries by 
subject to instead represent alphabetical order by first author’s last name, or by some 
predefined taxonomy of knowledge. That said, several of the tools we are working with 
do allow the user to dynamically reorganize the material, but always from the basis of a 
reading environment that continues to support the display of the primary sequential text.
In the first area — near the beginning of the book — we are extending our earlier 
prototype on the dynamic table of contexts or TOC (Ruecker, Brown, Radzikowska, 
Sinclair, Nelson, Clements, Grundy, Balasz, & Antoniuk, 2009) to support not only the 
dynamic insertion by the reader of XML-marked passages, but also the provision of 
related visualizations such as Bubblelines or frequency graphs (Figure 1). We are also 
exploring the interactive reorganization of the TOC itself, in accordance with the ideas 
proposed in Nelson (2011). Finally, we are experimenting with embedding the dynamic 
TOC within other open source reading environments. The goal of the dynamic TOC is to 
provide a flexible form of prospect and internal linking that can be tailored by the user.
Figure 1. The dynamic TOC with a Bubblelines panel lower left.
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For the middle of the book, we have two prototypes in progress. The first, called 
“dialR for repetition” (Figure 2), uses n-grams to allow the reader to look for patterns 
of repeated words. N-grams, which are sequences of two or more words (or other 
text items such as lemmas, stemmed words, or even characters), have recently been 
popularized through the Google n-gram viewer. The process of using dialR involves 
typing in a search string beneath one of the radar screens at the bottom of the page, 
then clicking the go button in the centre of the radar. 
What appears as a result is a list of n-grams down the left-hand side of the page. The 
user can choose how many words are necessary in order for an n-gram to be added 
to the list — the default is two words. Clicking on one of those words puts the n-gram 
into the central space of the display, highlighted on what is essentially a volumetric 
space composed of transparent sheets of text. In the current iteration, the user clicks 
one of the coloured highlights to call up that passage in the reading panel on the right. 
In the next iteration, those texts will appear automatically in the reading panel once an 
n-gram is chosen from the list, with the option to collapse or expand them.
Figure 2. The dialR system provides an exploratory environment for n-grams
Although we have previously described the dialR prototype (Ruecker, Radzikowska, 
Michura, Fiorentino, & Clement, 2008) the INKE Year Three iteration is intended to 
include an improved user interaction model that leverages the idea of the scholarly 
edition, where multiple kinds of information can interact. On our list of improvements 
are the following:
Conceptual
•	 Embed dialR as one of the available tools to be called up while reading
•	 Add a microtext location scrollbar on the right of the interface
•	 The text reading panel should allow the user to expand the text snippets, or else 
allow the reader to specify how many words to show on the right panel
•	 The reading panel should not preload, or else if the reading panel does preload, 
it should scroll as the reader scrolls the plastic sheets
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•	 The reader should be able to define stopwords
•	 We need an easier way to compare two documents
•	 Can we allow the plastic sheets to emerge for reading?
Interaction
•	 Link the text reader on the right to the items on the left n-gram list
•	 Make the radar dots interactive to link to the plastic sheets and reader
•	 Autoscroll the plastic sheets to the currently selected item on the dial
•	 Add a progress bar
•	 Could the n-gram list preload with a concordance once the user chooses a text? 
If so, then the user would need to be able to return to that list
•	 We need an easier way for users to add a file
Bugs
•	 Allow the interface to rescale to fit the monitor size
•	 Stronger colour for the highlights on the plastic sheets
•	 The thumb in the scrollbar should be scaled to match the amount of text
The second prototype for the body of the document (Figure 3) is a series of small 
embedded text analysis tools that the reader can activate while reading, in order to 
be able to examine more closely any claims being made that are supported by text 
analysis, or else to look at variations of the data (Rockwell & Sinclair, 2008). Although 
dialR is not currently included on this list, we intend that it will be in future iterations.
Figure 3. This design for the extension of the book reader in its mode of facing 
pages includes a floating palette of Voyant and other tools
In the current design, the form of the tool palette is in essence a badge (Rockwell, 
Ruecker, Organisciak, & Sinclair, 2009), with the tools colour-coded into three 
categories according to the primary affordance they provide: visual, statistical, and fun. 
In subsequent iterations, we expect to produce additional ways in which the tools can 
be more tightly associated with the text, so that it is possible, for instance, to apply a 
tool to selected portions of the document.
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For the end of the book, we are producing a number of interactive visualizations of 
citations, based on the metadata they contain about time and place (Figure 4), and building 
on an XML encoding of citation use within the document. The citation visualization system 
contains a variety of ways of visually expressing citation patterns, whether geographically by 
publisher, chronologically by date of publication, or by type of use.
Figure 4. This visualization shows a pattern of citations on a collapsible timeline
Conclusions
The INKE ID team has begun its activities for Year Three, focusing on experimenting 
with new knowledge environments for the scholarly edition. However, the process 
is an iterative one, with many overlapping cycles of design, prototyping, and testing. 
We anticipate changes, hopefully in the form of improvements, to each of the 
prototypes described in this article, with the ultimate goal of having the opportunity 
to provide some of them to an ever-expanding group of users in the digital humanities 
community and beyond.
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